
 



 



 

 

Hunt ID:1100-AK-G-L-1600-Pen-BBear-INGSA2LMONKI-ABH-U1DB-Big Peninsula Bears & Moose 

Meet face to face with a giant coastal Brown bear just across the inlet from Kodiak Island. These bears 

average 9 foot squared, and every year this outfitter puts a skull on in the book or scratches the edge of 

the score book. He enjoys high success rate in the past and takes 14 bears per year off of 88,000 acres 

with all the prime salmon for fishing or for attracting bears it works well for both requirements.  

You will leave Anchorage at 8 am via Penn Air to King Salmon and then a Penn Air Bush Plane will fly you 

into camp on the Alaskan Peninsula.  

Here the land is muskeg but relatively flat providing excellent visibility for glassing from a high spot. The 

upon spotting a big boar putting on a downwind stalk on an animal that is almost as well equipped to kill 

you as you are to kill him. The guide provides as back shot if needed.  

Plan 1 day of travel from anchorage beginning at 8am, a layover in king Salmon, then on to Perryville. 

After you arrive in the afternoon you can fish for salmon until your arms ache. Licenses are available at 

camp for the Brown Bear for $585.  

The spring and the fall hunts either hunt is $15,500 which includes lodging and meals with the guided 

hunt.   

Coastal Brown Bear - Ever wondered what it would be like to be the hunted instead of the hunter? 

When you come for these bad boys you just might get a chance to find out. Pound for pound, four times 

stronger than we are, an intelligence to match ours, and combined with the teeth and claws, they have 

the advantage. You'll need luck and the wind in your favor.  

 The good thing is you are hunting the BEST area for Brown Bear in the world. Managed by the state of 

Alaska for trophy bears, this area only has one season a year and a hunter may take a Brown Bear once 

every four years.    

One of our hunters, on a spring hunt, counted 42 DIFFERENT bears. If he recognized the bear from a 

previous sighting he did not count it. Success rates over the years have been about 90% with bears 

averaging 9 feet.  

 Fall hunts:   Oct. 1st - 10th                   Oct. 11th - 21st  

 Spring hunts:   May 10th - 25th (15 days)           

  

Moose Hunts - 1600 lbs. of horn, hooves and attitude, these bulls live in Brown Bear country. It makes 

them smart and tough! Trophy bulls in this area average 60+ inches with many bulls pushing 70 inches. 

Moose in most of our exclusive lease area have never seen a human, much less been hunted by one. We 

use spot and stalk hunting and calling. Either way, be ready for a close shot and a fast follow up shot. 

Most hunting is done on foot; however, some camps do have the use of 4-wheelers or boats. We offer a 

very limited number of moose hunts, ensuring you a quality hunt and a chance at the trophy bull of your 

dreams.   



Hunting the Peninsula - If you have heard hunting stories from the Peninsula, they have no doubt 

included a small tent in the alders, wet gear, wet sleeping bags and a wet hunter. While we do offer tent 

camps for you hardier individuals, we also use cabins that vary from a 3 bunk, 1 room cabin to fully 

plumbed and heated houses with a steam bath available 24/7. While most of the hunting is done on 

foot, some camps have the use of 4-wheelers or boats.  

 Taxidermy preparation - is included with the hunt. Your trophy will receive professional field taxidermy 

preservation of the highest quality and will be sealed in containers for shipping to Anchorage. Once in 

Anchorage, we recommend Russell Knight of Knight's Taxidermy. From expediting to rugs, shoulder or 

life size mounts, Russell can do it all.  

 Hunting licenses and big game tags - are available in camp. Hunting licenses are $85, Brown Bear tag is 

an additional $500, Moose tag $400, and Wolf $30.   

The Alaska Peninsula - Land of volcano’s, fierce storms, and huge Brown Bears. Managed for years by 

the state to produce trophy Brown Bears, they have succeeded. Nowhere else in the state has more 

Brown Bears than the peninsula.  Getting there - You will fly a daily commercial flight on Pen Air round 

trip, Anchorage to Camp, 550 miles southwest of Anchorage. We will meet you at the airport in 

Perryville. The fare for this flight averages $900. All food, lodging, transportation, and trophy 

preparation is included from Camp.    

  Chignik, Alaska Location: Lat: 56.30N, Lon: 158.4W         

 Weather on the Peninsula - The peninsula is in a maritime climate, which means increased precipitation 

and strong winds. Temperatures, both spring and fall, will have lows in the mid 30's and highs into the 

mid 40's. The main difference between spring and fall hunts is the amount of daylight. During the spring, 

the sun rises at 4a.m. and is dark by 11p.m. In the fall, the sun rises at 7a.m. and it's dark by 8p.m.  

If you are looking for the hunt of a lifetime it is here waiting for you on the Alaskan Peninsula.  

Greg Merriam 

Discounted Hunts LLC CEO 

The Hunting Consultant with Hunting Connections 

1204 Button Rock Drive   

Longmont, Co 80504 

303-776-7528 Voice 

303-746-1214 Cell Phone 

  An American Company and Proud of it 

 

Email:  DeerElkBear@Gmail.com 

Utube:  https://youtu.be/8RzuAV0cMZ4 
Skype: DiscountedHunts             
We provide hunts averaging 10% to 45% off available just ask we build hundreds 

of happy hunters in 28 states and Canada every year with Elk, Whitetail Deer, 

Mule Deer, Bear, Moose, sheep, exotics, and even hogs. All hunts subject to 

license availability and on a first come first serve basis.    
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